
RACE | ETHNICITY | RELIGION | POLITICAL ALIGNMENT

Austrian-American, German

IF ANY OF THE ABOVE AFFECTED EITHER THE ARTIST’S LIFE EXPERIENCE OR WORK BECAUSE IT/THEY  

PROVIDED A CHALLENGE AT THE TIME, PLEASE EXPLAIN. 

Being raised in Austria and being surrounded by German Art and then working at Bauhaus made it difficult for Herbert Bayer to 

adjust to the art world in America. Carlu and Bayer both struggled with finding clients who comprehended their work during their 

first months in America. His posters in America after the war were surprisingly illustrative compared to his constructivist style 

while teaching at Bauhaus. 

DID THIS DESIGNER DO NOTABLE WORK IN FIELDS OTHER THAN WHAT WOULD BE CONSIDERED GRAPHIC 

DESIGN TODAY? EXPLAIN.

Bayer worked in fields other than graphic design such as painting, photography, sculpture, environmental and interior 

design, and architecture. 

FOR WHAT IS THIS DESIGNER MOST NOTED?  EXPLAIN.

His typographic design innovations ran along functional and constructivist lines. He began using sans-serif exclusively which was 

a drastic change from the textura that Germany still utilized. Bayer experimented with flush-left, ragged-right typesetting without 

justifications. He varied type size and weight to create visual hierarchy that enabled him to emphasize words. Bayer learned to 

subdivide space, unify diverse elements, and lead guide the viewer’s eye across the page by bars, rules, points, and squares. Lastly 

his designs were laid out in strong horizontals and verticals.

IS THERE ANYTHING CONTROVERSIAL ABOUT THIS DESIGNER? EXPLAIN. 

Bayer’s Universal typeface design was extremely scandalous due to it being a political statement trying to separate himself and 

Bauhaus from the German state and labeling his type as “un-German.” In German, all nouns are capitalized despite their location in 

a sentence and to blatantly ignore that rule is rebellious.

Herbert Bayer

DESIGNER’S FULL NAME: Herbert Bayer

DESIGNER’S PSEUDONYM/NICKNAME: None

GENDER: Male

YEAR BORN: 1900

COUNTRY IN WHICH DESIGNER BORN: Austria 

YEAR DIED: 1985

COUNTRY IN WHICH DESIGNER DIED: United States of America



EXPLAIN THIS DESIGNER’S EDUCATION/TRAINING, INCLUDING ACADEMIC, APPRENTICESHIPS,  

AND /OR MENTORSHIPS.

Bayer began his education in 1919 training as an architect in Darmstadt but became intrigued with Bauhaus. From 1921-1923, 

Bayer studied mural painting under Kandinsky and specialized in typography. He returned to Bauhaus after Gropius asked him to 

step in as professor of the newly added typography and graphic design workshop.

DID THIS DESIGNER PROMOTE A SPECIFIC IDEOLOGY IN HIS/HER WORK? EXPLAIN. 

Bayer, along with the other professors at Bauhaus, designed with the ideology of form follows function across all types of art such 

as architecture, furniture, graphic design, etc. This could be seen by his typography designs being reduced to clear, simple, and 

rationally constructed forms. Even after he moves to America and begins designing using illustrations and hand-lettering, he still 

held his commitment to functional communication.

WHY IS THIS DESIGNER VIEWED AS ICONIC IN THE HISTORY OF GRAPHIC DESIGN? 

He is seen as iconic for multiple reasons. He was the first typographer to create a typeface that only featured lowercase letters due 

to his belief that lower case and capital letters incompatible. This type became adopted by most of Bauhaus publications and soon 

became a trademark for the school. He also was ahead of his time in mapping and effort to inventory earth resources. He assembled 

information for the World Geo-Graphic Atlas from scientific disciplines such as: geography, astronomy, climatology, economics, and 

sociology. He presented this information through symbols, charts, and diagrams. He spent five years of his life and painted 120 full-

page maps with Futura type pasted onto an acetate overlay. He went as far as making sure that the planets were in scale with respect 

to each other in his illustrations. This was an important milestone in visual presentation of data.

IS THERE ANY OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION TO KNOW ABOUT THIS DESIGNER?

Bayer is one of the most acclaimed designers to come from Bauhaus and his theories of design are still taught in schools today. 

Bayer was the longest surviving master from the Bauhaus. He was a well-rounded artist that was efficient in disciplines such 

as: photography, painting, sculpture, architecture and environmental art, graphic design and typography, exhibition and 

product design, and printmaking.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

YOUR NAME: Alivia Rouse

GIVE YOUR EDUCATED OPINION OF THIS PERSON AND THE QUALITY/IMPORTANCE OF HIS/HER WORK. 

EXPLAIN WHAT INFLUENCE – OR LACK OF INFLUENCE – THIS WORK HAS HAD ON YOUR OWN.

Herbert Bayer is one of the most acclaimed designers to come from Bauhaus and his theories of design are still taught in schools 

today. Bayer was the longest surviving master from the Bauhaus. He was among five students to be appointed to professor, and he 

oversaw the typography and graphic design workshop. Laslo Moholy-Nagy is my favorite designer from the Bauhaus school, but 

when it comes to typography, Bayer is unmatched. 

Walter Gropius intend the school to create a unity between art and technology with the goal of turning back to the machine aesthetic. 



Bayer took this to heart and used sans-serif type only in his designs. These basic geometric letters were a symbol of logical 

planning. This design choice that Bayer made with using sans-serif was a good design solution due to sans-serif lettering being clean 

and simple, allowing it to work well with photography or any design that is busy in content. I, as a designer, follow the thinking of 

Bayer and the Bauhaus and typically go with a sans-serif, usually Arial, in my designs. However, the Bauhaus not only used this 

type for its machine aesthetic, but also to divorce the school from Communism and politics of Russian Constructivism. 

My favorite thing about Bayer is his moxie. He takes his design a step further to prove to the government and German people that 

they would not stand alongside the views of the political post-war era’s mindset. One of his most famous works is the Universal 

typeface illustrating each letter in a bold sans-serif style only in lowercase format. In the German language, a noun is capitalized 

no matter its placement within a sentence and to ignore this rule would come across un-German. Knowing this, the Bauhaus 

made the Universal typeface its official type. What started out as a political statement, then turned into a key component of 

Modern art that still lasts today. 

I view the height of his career to be during his time at Bauhaus and residing in Germany. After moving to America, he struggled to 

find clients and conformed himself to the style that was currently popular within the states. His designs at Bauhaus were iconic for 

the photography and typography, but it altered to hand-painted illustrations and hand-lettering once in America. I view these works 

as average and blend into the rest of 1930-1940’s designs of America. 

The work he did at the Bauhaus became core aspects of Modern style and have greatly influenced my personal work the past month. 

After reviewing Bayer, I was drawn to his contrast of type size and weight, elementary forms, use of black and one color, and the 

use of horizontal and vertical (some diagonal) composition. My last piece of client work used only black and red color palette, with 

a silhouette figure, and type on a diagonal grid. Despite claiming to be a post-modernist, I have learned to appreciate and understand 

that clean compositions with asymmetry and white space make timeless designs through the studying of Bayer.
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